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Corrections to Previous Issues
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Correction to Volume 10:
“Attack on Orgrimmar”

Corrections to Volume
11:

New information has come to light regarding on the portal room
attack by the Alliance Dwarves from Clan Battlehammer

The wonderful Jerked
Devilsaurus Steak
recipe was by
Yongfere Blackpaw,
a youngling in
Redwood Tribe.

Horde PR claims that the Dwarves were cleared within moments, but
Mage Eyes Everywhere Inc. have brought a new image to light!

You can cook for us
anytime! In fact, there
is a Beach Party
coming up, we will
need all the cooks we
can get! See
information below!

Does this look like it was an easy victory for the Horde?
It looks more like 4 members of the Horde attempting to fend off a
whole mountain of Dwarves! The disruption to the Horde Transit
System lasted several minutes and the loss of life and time
astronomical.
(Editor of the Times loves Dwarven Ale! Next time you are in
Orgrimmar, drop some off!)

The First Imperial Beach Party

Additionally, some
mentioned that the
picture of the new
sports commissioner
was not quite fitting
his status. So, we
have included a new
picture in this edition’s
sports section… along
with rules for the
upcoming Invitational!

The what? will be the first words you hear when mentioning to your friends that it is time for The First
Imperial Beach Party, and the Redwood Times has your answers!
•
•
•
•

Don your most impressive outfits for the preliminary fashion contests. The first rounds will be
judged by race and faction and the winners will move on to compete against all the preliminary
rounds winners for King and Queen
Stately Dance headed by the newly crowned King and Queen with their court
5 versus 5 combat arena style
Beach Party – Drink up and have a Blast

The event organizers are looking for sponsors, judges, and contestants!
The rewards: Fame and Gold! Each week’s preliminary winners will be featured in the Redwood Times
and move up to the Grand Finale at the Beach Party!
What are you waiting for? Contact Laylyn of the Haunt today and find out when and where your Path to
Glory begins!

What’s Happening in Azeroth

Chief’s Corner

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

April Holidays:
Volunteer Guard Day – April 28
/salute your favorite guards

Are we going to continue tearing each
other a part?

Noblegarden April 22-April 29
What can be more fun than hunting brightly colored
eggs throughout the village and eating chocolate until
you’re sick? Nothing! Get to it!
Children’s Week – May 2- May 9
Visit your local orphanage and find out how you can
mentor a child of the Horde!... or the Alliance!
Make a child’s dream come true!
Events:
Leidolfr & Torahate Tours Presents: Highmountain
Tuesday April 16 and April 23rd – see flyer

Why not? After all, our world
continues to break apart, a sword still
stabbed to the very core of her being.
We continue to fight over what
“Honor” means, yet we profess to be
the only owners worthy of the word.
Not all doom and gloom, though. The
healers of Azeroth have been joined
by others that realize that healing
alone will not be enough.
Horde and Alliance, healers and
defenders working together!

Great Hunt sponsored by Redwood Tribe – April 25
Guild Master Meeting – Friday April 26 7pm –
Silvermoon City – hosted by Guardians of Silvermoon

Take note Horde Leaders! We will
not stand by while you forget what it
is we should be fighting for.

Azerothian Sports

Update on the Kick Fish Skills Invitational!
May 11th - 8:30-10:00 PM Server Time
Location: Shattrath Sports Arena
Bring your skills and your selves.
You do not have to be on a team to join in on the fun and
compete for the prizes listed below! Multiple individuals from
teams can also compete and show off their own skills!
(pictured left -Sports Commissioner Kaitohutohu Swiftpaw)
Competitions to include:
Fish to Pole – How fast can you kick a fish from a starting location to the end line… without help!
Closest to the water’s edge! – A series of markers will be set up. Each contestant will aim for the first
marker, then must kick from where their fish lands to the 2nd and then 3rd. Each time you are just a little bit
off, will make it harder to get back on track. The last kick will be measured for how close it is to the final
marker!
Keep that Fish Alive! Can you keep that fish alive? We all know how Shattrath’s cracks and crevices can
eat fish. This event will feature 2 people kicking fish back and forth until the fish disappears or becomes
stuck. The winner is the person that causes the fish to be unkickable and will be scored for originality and
time.
May
Prizes for competitors: 20000 gold to 1st place
10000 gold to 2nd place
5000 gold to 3rd place

Dark Iron Travels #5 by Acialga Embercast
It did get worse, but I do not remember it. The spiders were venomous, and I awoke at a small shack in
Stranglethorn bandaged up. A gnome was asleep at the workbench, while potions bubbled in their
beakers and such. I feel weak, very weak, can barely lift my head but was able to ask where I was.
The gnome jumped up, I guess I scared her. She moved over to the cot I was in and told me she found me
collapsed and that was nearly a week ago! She took liberty to delouse, despider and detick me as well,
and I know my face revealed pure embarrassment that some GNOME had their hands on me. Some 3
fingered freak touched me, but I guess I have to be thankful!
“Thanks,” all I could say, I know it did not come off sincere or anything, but still, it needed to be said.
I inquired about what she was making with all the chemistry equipment and mentioned that I was into
alchemy as well. I don’t know why but I did not feel the need to hide that I was good at making poisons,
and some of the darker things, just felt like I could trust this gnome named Fazell. She went on and on
about it, how she guessed it since I had so much Viper’s Tongue on me, and that I should really try to use
Adder’s tongue as it doesn’t have the pungent aroma that could give it away.
I dozed off during her speech and woke up the next morning feeling like myself, able to sit up.
We do not have those types of spiders in Blackrock, we have ones that spit fire, but I will take those over
these bastards any day!
I asked Fazell if I could do anything for her before I headed out that I was thinking to head back to
Stormwind. She asked me to just deliver a parcel and I agreed.

Now, I am on the road again, but as night looms as I near the Rebel Camp, I figure I would make camp for
the night.

Strangers in the Swamp part 2 as reported by an observer in Nazmir
I have found that the group of Alliance
making camp in Nazmir is Coldridge
Company. The small group infiltrated
the encampment of Naga in the area
and opened a cursed chest, found
some type of Azerite figure they had
been sent to procure, and returned to
an Alliance Fort in the area. I continue
to keep an eye on them, and my
distance, as after skirmishes with the
Naga, they smelled of fish guts! *Yuck*

Find Your Fortune
By: Farseer Mayalen Highmountain

Chief’s Corner
Contributor Editor-in-Chief

The tides change for those with patience.

May the Earth Mother bless
you with bountiful fortune!
(see new link above to find
this month’s horoscopes.
Entertainment purposes only)

What does this mean? It means, look
around Horde and Alliance. Your leaders
are not so Red and Blue as you would
believe.
And your healers and your warriors are
starting to work together to save us all!
And most importantly, The Redwood
Times is taking a stand. PR depts will no
longer be spreading lies and rumors in
my news scrolls!
If you seek the truth, you will find it here!
Editor-in-Chief Lohkawas Wildmane

The Great Hunt – Desolace – Contributor Lohkawas Wildmane
Naga and More Naga!
Have you not seen the increased numbers as you roam Kul Tiras and Zandalar? What does it portend?
Redwood Tribe’s mighty hunters with help from
the Swiftsilver Cartel and Haunt went on a
scouting trip to Desolace late in March and barely
escaped with their lives.

The hunters found a warlock far below in the ocean
depths! It darted back and forth, summoning multiple
demons, controlling the naga around it, and
attempting to seduce the hunters in turn. The hunters,
made up mostly of healers, soon found themselves
outmatched, as the warlock called upon immense
powers, and even had to fight one of their own, the
healer Laylyn, a fellow monk! Though one of their number a druid who chirped and whistled urgently,
the hunters were unable to communicate effectively under the water and it hampered all attempts to
make a coordinated attack.
Former Oshkibi and leader of the new Desolate Conclave, Father Franzis Benedikt reading the thoughts
of the Hunt’s leader, yours truly, was finally able to
stun the vicious warlock and signal to all the retreat,
a timely hearth to Dalaran, where we landed
amongst friends and new allies from Zandalar.

Remember, the Great Hunt is not for the faint of
heart! You too, can join us as we take on the most
ferocious beasts and uncover some of the most
perilous foes in Azeroth. (see ad for April 25th’s hunt)

Chance Meetings of a First Timer to the Darkmoon Faire by Leidolfr
Night was strange on Bluff, lights fill sky, and portal sits down below! Other Highmountain say
go to Faire. Have fun! Not sure what Faire is, but I go to portal down from Bluffs, and whisk, I
am in new place.
I see quick, there are friend and foe here, but this place is no fight zone. And see that many
here play games and just walk past enemy like they no care. I walk whole place and talk to
seller of rare food and drink. They say
to get on big coaster if I no scared. I
laugh. And go coaster.
But there are Alliance there, some of
night elf. I stop and wait, because I big
and no want to hit with Antler, blessing
of Eche’ro. They see and move to
side so I can pass and very nice to
Leidolfr. Leidolfr bow to be nice, too.

After ride, Alliance have more friend
and they go to Blight Boar music place.
Leidolfr no see yet, so he go to. They
have sticks of light and dance and
music. And then there is Death Metal
Knight and we kill together, side to
side.
This Ashen Vale is nice Alliance.
Hope I fight with again!

